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� 3 Concepts Related to Consciousness & Origin 
of Life 
¡  Retrocausality:  Effect comes before the cause 
 
¡  Syntropy:  Opposite of entropy (tendency toward 

disorder) or the tendency for order/structure 
 
¡  Omega point:  Life is evolving and converging 

toward this end point.  



¡  Original Equation: E2= p2c2 + m2c4  where p is 
momentum 
¢  This is a quadratic equation so there is a negative and 

a positive solution 
¢  Positive solution: time goes forward, energy diverges 

from a cause (e.g. light emerges from a light bulb) 
¢  Negative solution:  energy diverges backward in time 

(light goes back into the light bulb) – “Retrocausality” 

¡  Einstein solved problem:  Assume momentum=0 
since speed of a body is small relative to speed of 
light so E=mc2 
¢  Time goes forward in this solution 

¡  Problem with solution:  at quantum level, 
particles approach speed of light so assumption is 
wrong 



� L Fantappie – mathematician (1941) 
¡    Forward-in-time solutions describes “entropy” – 

energy and matter tends toward homogeneous 
and random distribution (law of entropy in 
thermodynamics) 

¡  For back-in-time solution, coined term 
“syntropy” – energy concentrates rather than 
dissipates (formation of structure, increase in 
order of information) 

¡  Syntropy is what is observed in “life”  
¡  Fantappie suggested that “life is caused by the 

future”, but could not devise experiments to test 
hypothesis 



� Testable hypothesis:  “If life is sustained by 
syntropy, the parameters of the autonomic 
nervous systems that supports vital functions 
should react in advance to stimuli” 
¡  Dean Radin:  Monitor heart rate, skin conductance, 

and fingertip blood volume  
¢   Subjects shown blank screen for 5 sec, then calm 

or emotional picture for 3 sec 
�  Found:  Significant differences in autonomic 

responses preceding exposure to emotional 
pictures vs calm pictures 

¡ Remote viewing – see past and future (Russell 
Targ) 



� Pierre Teilhard de Chardin – believed causes 
retro-act from the future. 
¡  Omega point – life is evolving and converging 

toward this end point.  Origin of life is from the 
future and not the past 

¡  Life organized in concentric spheres:  Innermost 
sphere = Omega point = Big Crunch; everything 
converted to Consciousness.  Outer 
sphere=inanimate matter 

� Fantappie – considers syntropy the source of 
the Self, the feeling of life 

� Consciousness and Self – attributed to the 
final attractor – Omega point/Big Crunch 



� E=mc2 
¡  Versions derived earlier by Heavyside (English), 

Poincare (French) & Di Pretto (Italian) – but 
problems with frames of reference 

¡  Einstein’s original equation was 
 E2= p2c2 + m2c4  where p is momentum 

¢  This is a quadratic equation so there is a negative and 
a positive solution 
�  Positive solution: time goes forward, energy diverges 

from a cause (e.g. light emerges from a light bulb) 
�  Negative solution:  energy diverges backward in 

time (light goes back into the light bulb) – 
“Retrocausality” 

¡  Einstein solved problem:  Assume momentum=0 
since speed of a body is small relative to speed 
of light so E=mc2 



� In quantum mechanics: spins of particles 
approaches speed of light so full equation – 
with momentum – must be used 
¡  Oskar Klein & Walter Gordon (1925) combined 

Einstein’s equation with quantum mechanics, but 
equation rejected since “negative” time was 
unacceptable 
¢  However, Klein-Gordon equations could explain dual 

nature of matter (particle/wave) 
¢  Schroedinger suggested time be treated as only going 

forward, but his equation could not explain wave/
particle duality 
�  Schroedinger solution:  matter propagates as waves 

that collapse into particles when observed 



� From hypothesis of syntropy:  gravity is a 
diverging force that propagates backward in 
time 
¡  Forward in time diverging forces cannot exceed 

speed of light 
¡  Backward in time diverging forces cannot propagate 

at speeds less than the speed of light 
¡  Consequence:  gravity propagates instantaneously 

¢  In defiance of current thinking:  gravity caused by 
massless particles called “gravitons” which tug on all 
matter and cannot propagate faster than the speed of 
light 



� Takes 500 seconds for light from sun to reach 
Earth 
¡  Therefore light reaches Earth at a slightly 

displaced angle (aberration) 

� If gravity travels at a finite speed, there 
should be a gravity aberration 

� Result:  No detectable delay for propagation 
of gravity from Sun to the Earth 
¡  i.e., gravity appears to propagate with infinite 

speed 



� Causal time – in diverging systems, such as our 
expanding universe – with positive solution of 
equations:  cause precedes effects, entropy 
prevails, time moves from past to future 

� Retrocausal time – in converging systems such as 
in  black holes – with negative solutions of 
equations:  retrocausality prevails, effects 
precede cause, time moves backward from future 
to the past 

�  Supercausal time – systems where converging and 
diverging forces are balanced – as in atoms and 
quantum mechanics; causality and retrocausality 
coexist; time is unitary –past, present and future 
coexist 



� In systems balanced between diverging 
(entropy)  and converging (syntropy) forces, 
such as atoms (quantum level), time would be 
unitary, past, present and future would coexist 

� Life requires syntropy – creation of ordered life 
structures 

� Syntropy model - suggests that life originates 
at the quantum level 
¡  at this level life structures would rapidly grow into 

the macroscopic level, governed by the opposite 
law of entropy.  



¡  Proposal:  Water – basis for moving syntropy 
from quantum to macroscopic level 
¢ water shows anomalous properties which 

recall the cohesive qualities of syntropy 
¢ Wolfgang Pauli – hydrogen in water molecules 

can form hydrogen bonds.  Hydrogen shares 
an intermediate position between sub-atomic 
(quantum) and molecular level (macrocosm) 

¢ Makes water different from all other liquids 
¢ Expect life is possible wherever liquid water 

is available 



� When water freezes it expands and becomes less 
dense (opposite of other liquids) 

� Water solidifies starting from the top  
¡  Other liquids:  solidification starts from the bottom (hot 

molecules move towards the top, cold molecules move 
towards the bottom) 

� Water shows a heat capacity far greater than other 
liquids 

� Friction in ice is low - slippery (friction on surfaces 
of other solids is high) 

� Water molecules have high cohesive properties 
(increases temperature to change from liquid to 
gas) 
¡  Attraction forces among water molecules ten times 

stronger than the van der Waals forces which keeps 
together the molecules of other liquids 



� Einstein (1920) – theorized cyclic model of 
universe (expansion/contraction):  Big Bang 
followed by Big Crunch.  Time flows forward 
in Big Bang and backward in Big Crunch 

� Speculations from supernovas:  Universe is 
expanding at an accelerating rate – due to 
anti-gravitational “dark energy” 

� Syntropy hypothesis:  dark energy is fiction; 
acceleration is an illusion – in reality, time is 
slowing down 



� Pierre Teilhard de Chardin – believed causes 
retro-act from the future. 
¡  Omega point – life is evolving and converging 

toward this end point.  Origin of life is from the 
future and not the past 

¡  Life organized in concentric spheres:  Innermost 
sphere = Omega point = Big Crunch; everything 
converted to Consciousness.  Outer 
sphere=inanimate matter 

� Fantappie – considers syntropy the source of 
the Self, the feeling of life 

� Consciousness and Self – attributed to the 
final attractor – Omega point/Big Crunch 


